Autonomous systems are required in order to enable UAVs to conduct self-separation and collision avoidance, especially for flights within the civil airspace system. A method called the Velocity Obstacle Method can provide the necessary situational awareness for UAVs in a dynamic environment, and can help to generate a deconflicting maneuver. This paper focuses on the assessment of the Velocity Obstacle Method application and its ability to resolve various conflict situations in three dimensional space. This assessment results in a redefinition of the criteria of avoidance. A novel technique is introduced to support the avoidance decision, by representing the conflict situation in various avoidanceplanes. Several new definitions to support the method are introduced. This method is then implemented in three-dimensional simulations for UAVs in cases of conflict, in which more than one option of resolution is provided. 
I. Introduction W ith its rapid technology advancement, UAVs are getting their civilian-commercial values recognized. It is predicted that UAVs will soon 'blacken the sky', integrate with the civil airspace system, and create a whole new type of traffic. Ref 1 gives several predictions on the usage of UAVs for civilians purposes. Once this integration is allowed, the expansion of UAVs into the airspace is inevitable; Many manufacturers and operators will race to exploit them, such that managing their air traffic will be a major concern. Since the UAVs will range widely in type and mission, dependence on a common ground station and predefined airways, like in manned-flight, is impractical. Ref.2 suggests the use of the self separation (or free flight) concept 3, 4 that allows free routing and optimization of each vehicle separately. The self-separation concept switches the task for separation keeping as well as collision avoidance to each UAV, instead of a ground control station. This task, however, will be difficult to be handle manually, due to the operators lack of situational awareness. The task is suggested to be handled autonomously. 5 Hence, research for UAVs is currently focused more on an autonomous Conflict Detection and Resolution (CD&R) system. Ref.2 presents a method for such a system that generates a deconflict maneuver 5, 2 that is guided by common rules of the air. The method is called the Selective Velocity Obstacle (SVO) Method and it is an extension of the Velocity Obstacle Method (VO-method). The SVO method is able to generate an avoidance path for each UAV separately and to resolve every conflict that occurs, despite being heterogeneous.
Those demonstrations however, are restricted to a two-dimensional scenario, where it is assumed that the UAVs fly at the same altitude. This makes the SVO inadequate for UAVs that can use the full three dimensional space. In fact, the VO-method itself has been developed mainly in two dimensions since the first works on it are for land-robots. Currently there are only a few publications that mention application of the VO-method on three dimensional cases. Among them are the works of Ref. 6, 7 , that uses the VO-method to support conflict visualization for a pilot in a non autonomous manned-flight. This paper focuses on the assessment of the Velocity Obstacle method in three dimensional cases of UAV conflicts, and on how a resolution strategy can be decided upon. The VO-method is explained in a similar manner as Ref. 2 , elaborated by its criteria, algorithm, and strategy. The main goal is to modify the former VO-method for the three dimensional space, especially for UAVs applications. The modification is focused on the three main VO-method sets, i.e. the Velocity Obstacle, V O, the Diverging Zone, DIV , and the Reachable Velocity, RV . A novel technique is introduced that represents the conflict situation in various avoidance-planes. These avoidance-planes will help the autonomous system to decide which avoidance is the fastest, or which has the least risk. The avoidance maneuver will consider the deconflicting maneuver, in which the avoidance is conducted with as small of a deviation from the original path as possible. Since it is still preliminary, any uncertainties in the flight data are neglected. This paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, the second section discusses the concept of the original Velocity Obstacle Method for deconflicting maneuver, as the basis of this research. This is the VO-method for two dimensional encounter cases. Section III explains the VO-method set definitions in three-dimensional space. The concept of avoidance-plane is introduced specifically in the following Section IV along with several new deifnition and calculation techniques to help the decision making for avoidance. Section V presents the implementation of the three-dimensional VO-method in simulations. Here, several encounter cases, as well as choice of avoidance are simulated and discussed. Section VI ends the paper with several concluding remarks.
II. Velocity Obstacle Method
This section explains briefly the Velocity Obstacle method 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 6, 7, 14, 2 commonly used in the two dimensional conflict scenario between two vehicles. The explanation will take the same approach that Ref.2 used, which uses a division into the parts: VO-method criteria, algorithm, and strategy. The objective of the VO-method in this paper is to generate a deconflicting maneuver that can avoid the protected-zone, which, in two-dimensions, is the circle S pz , as shown in Figure 1 .
A. Criteria
Consider an encounter of two UAVs, the own-ship and the obstacle, flying on the same altitude, shown in a top-down point of view in Figure 1 . The circle around the obstacle is the protected-zone circle, S pz , that should not be violated by the ownship; violation would mean that the ownship and the obstacle collide. Both vehicles are moving with a constant velocity V o and V i , respectively, in a horizontal plane. With this setup, the collision cone CC can be defined as the set that collects all relative velocities V R whose extension would intersect the S pz circle. This means that CC is the area within two tangent lines of S pz from the point X o , the current position of the ownship. Hence, every combination of velocity V o and V i that produces a relative velocity V R that is included in the collision cone CC will make the two vehicles collide, sometime in the future.
The velocity obstacle set, V O, is produced by translating the CC along the obstacle's velocity V i . The VO-method also defines a diverging set, DIV , in which every V o that is diverging from the obstacle's flight path is collected. The DIV is defined as one of the half-planes separated by the V i line that does not contain the V O set. This definition, however, is found inadequate since it does not consider the part of the obstacle's flight path that has been passed. Ref.14 noted several cases of late restoring in the avoidance, since even after the obstacle is cleared, the ownship has to stay in maintain mode until it crosses the flight path. This paper introduce a new definition of the diverging set DIV as a collection of velocities that diverge from the obstacle A i and its path ahead, excluding the part of the path that is already passed. The rear edge of CC is the direct connection for this, producing a DIV as a summation of the half-plane by V i (the original definition of DIV ) and the CC rear area (the DIV + ), as shown in Figure 1 . The VO-method uses the sets to describe an encounter situation in the VO criteria as follows: The first criterion, C vo 1 , is an additional criteria to decide whether the encounter between two vehicles is imminent or not, based on the distance between them, d oi , and the choice of distance to start avoidance d avo . The SVO presented in Ref.2 presents five additional criteria to further determine the type of encounter, and assigns right-of-way along with it. These additional criteria, however, are not discussed in this paper. In this paper, the VO-method uses three modes: avoid, maintain, and restore. This approach is similar with Ref.14 with a change in the first mode; the avoid-mode is used to generalize the turn-mode used for avoidance. These three modes are used especially to generate a deconflicting maneuver, a maneuver that can resolve conflict while keeping the deviation as small as possible. 5, 14, 2 The maintainmode is especially defined to eliminate the oscillation problem that occurs in the basic VO-method.
B. Algorithm
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The algorithm, shown in figure 2, works as follows: When an ownship, A o , encounters an obstacle, A i , the autonomous CD&R system analyzes the situation by the evaluation of the criteria. If the encounter is not imminent, or if V o , the velocity of A o , is diverging from the obstacle flight path, ¬C , A o has to change to maintain-mode. The combination of the algorithm and the VO-method criteria result in a precise and deterministic action for a vehicle to either avoid, maintain, or restore its velocity, in a dynamic encounter. The decision can be made in an instance, without requiring any prediction of obstacle movement. Figure 3 . The Reachable Velocity Set that contains every velocity Ao can choose in its avoidance within a time-step, e.g. V avo 1 , V avo 2 , and V avo 3
C. Strategy
The strategy of the VO-method describes the option of changing velocity, within a mode selected by the UAV. The maintainmode certainly only has one option, to keep the current velocity. In restore-mode the control of the own-ship is given back to the original control system to continue its mission. Commonly in many research of the VO-method, the restore-mode points the vehicle back to its original goal point, which is also done in this paper. Unlike the maintain and restore modes, the strategy in the avoid-mode has several variations throughout VO-research.
The strategy in the avoid-mode can be described using the reachable velocity set, RV , a collection of avoidance velocities, V avo an own-ship can choose within a time-step. Ref.14 limits the avoidance maneuver into turning only, to make it more suitable in airborne vehicle application, and thus describes the RV as an arc. Relaxing this limitation, the research in this paper will use an fan-shaped RV instead, which is still dominated by the turning maneuver, but has options to slow down or speed up, as shown in Figure 3 . The strategy for avoidance is to choose the closest new velocity within the RV set, that is not intersecting with the V O. In Figure 3 , the closest new velocity for avoidance is shown by the velocity V avo 3 , which is simply the intersection point of a line from V o , perpendicular with V O's rear edge.
III. Three Dimensional Velocity Obstacle
The previous section presented the conventional use of the velocity obstacle in two-dimensional space, divided into three parts, the criteria, algorithm, and strategy. These three parts remain the same in threedimensional space. The sets used, however, are redefined. They include the Velocity Obstacle set, V O, the Diverging zone set, DIV , and the Reachable Velocity set, RV .
A. Velocity Obstacle Set in Three Dimension
The work of Ref. 6 and Ref.7 are two examples that extend the use of VO in three dimensions. Those works use a disk, or cylinder, to define the protected zone. The collision cone, and hence the VO, is shaped by taking the outer most lines that connect X o with the disk. The disk shape is chosen since the work of Ref. 6 and Ref.7 is used for separation assurance, with distances more than 50 NM. Vertical separation is considering the predefined traffic. Manned-flights in those distances are usually mostly horizontal. On the other hand, the three-dimensional VO-method in this paper aims to provide a method of collision avoidance for UAVs, that are expected to fill the sky with various mission and types. The flight path of each UAV is assumed to go in every direction. Therefore, this paper takes a different approach and uses a sphere, S pz , to define the protected zone in space, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 -a shows the collision cone, CC, as a real right-cone with as generating lines the tangent lines of the S pz sphere from the point X o . It can be observed that the CC cone is a collection of every relative velocity V R in three-dimensions, that can extend through the S pz sphere, shown for example as the λ R line in figure 4-a. With D oi defined as the vector connecting X o and X i , let B cc be the area perpendicular with D oi as the base of CC. Notice that B cc does not cut through S pz on its center. In fact, since it contains all the tangent points of S pz from X o , B cc will always be smaller than then S pz circle.
Similar to the two-dimensional case, the V O is obtained by translating the CC along V i , as shown in Figure 4 -b. The base circle of the V O cone is defined as B vo , with radius of r v o and distance from V O apex as d vo , presented in equation (1) and equation (2), respectively. The V O cone opening angle also describes the shape of the cone, and is given in equation (3) r vo = r pz
In this setup, the two vehicles will collide some time in the future if V o ∈ V O, assuming both velocities are constant. Ref.2 uses the edges of V O to determine whether V o is included within. One alternative to determine whether the V o point is inside the three dimensional cone V O is by transforming the V o point to the cone's frame of reference, where the apex is the origin, and the axis is the x-axis, positive to the cone base B vo , as presented in equation (4) .
Then, the condition V o ∈ V O is met if, and only if, equation (5) is fulfilled.
B. Diverging Velocity Set in Three Dimension The definition of diverging area in three dimensions, the diverging zone, is not as straightforward as the V O. This zone is needed to define where the A o can safely change to the restore-mode. The diverging zone DIV can be viewed as a collection of velocities V o that make A o diverge from the obstacle and its path ahead. Figure 5 -a shows an area in a two-dimensional situation that is generated by sweeping the Collision Cone CC, from X o , along the obstacle velocity, V i . The area that is not include is therefore the diverging area, DIV , as defined in the previous section. Using a similar approach, Figure 5 -b shows the generation of the zone of not-diverging, ¬DIV , by sweeping the three dimensional space with the collision cone from the X o along V i . The whole space that is outside this prism-zone is therefore the diverging zone, DIV .
With this definition, the three-dimensional DIV seems to dominate the space, suggesting that the risk of conflict in three-dimensional space is much less than in the two-dimensional plane. It can also be observed that there exist parts of the V O cone that touch directly with the diverging zone. These parts are the two opposite generating-lines of the V O cone. These two lines are denoted in this paper as l vd . Avoiding the obstacle by turning to the direction of one of the l vd will mean that A o is escaping as quick as possible to safety. However, because of the direct contact between V O and DIV , A o will not experience the maintainmode, and goes directly to the restore after escaping V O, which indicates the oscillation problem of the VO-method 15 will occur . The avoidance maneuver due to this feature needs to be further investigated by simulations.
C. The Reachable Velocity Set
In three dimensional space, a UAV can virtually turn in any direction to avoid. In accordance to the fan shaped RV in the two dimensional definition, the RV in three dimensions should be the surface revolution by the X-axis of A o , such as shown in Figure 6 . This spherical-shell shape, however, is using the assumption that there is no gravity effect that makes the shape unsymmetrical. If the strategy of avoidance remains the same, then the UAV needs to find the closest intersection point of the spherical shell RV with the V O cone. This model, however, is difficult to make sense of. This paper takes a simpler approach to assess and represent the interaction between the V O set and the RV set, by defining the avoidance planes, explained in the next section.
IV. The Avoidance Planes
The direct three-dimensional setup for the Velocity Obstacle method, explained in the previous section, is complex and thus eliminates the purpose of the method to aid in the situational awareness. Finding a good strategy hence becomes difficult. For instance, if the ownship has a reachable velocity set like the case in figure 6 , then the intersection derivation from two volumes is required, i.e., between the set of RV and the V O-cone. Defining the diverging set, the RV set, and all the important intersection between them, are also difficult to illustrate. Therefore, this research introduces the avoidance planes, P φ , as tools to logically describe the three-dimensional case into separate two-dimensional setups, and provides a way to generate an avoidance strategy. This section will explain thoroughly their derivation and important parameters it has.
The avoidance plane is defined as any plane in which lies A o 's position, X o , and velocity V o . A UAV can therefore choose one of the planes in which it conducts the avoidance maneuver. Every set in the three dimensional Velocity Obstacle Method can be viewed as their cross-section area in each plane. By comparing between the avoidance planes, the own-ship A o can choose the best avoidance plane and make an optimal avoidance.
Ref 7 presents a similar method of three-dimensional case breakdown, but concentrated for two avoidance planes, which are the lateral plane (XY-Plane) and the longitudinal plane (XZ-Plane). 7 The method of torus 16 for avoidance also resembles the method with an extensive calculation. Figure 7 . The avoidance plane. Ao can choose its avoidance maneuver by moving in one selected plane, e.g. P 0 , P 60 , or P 90 .
Consider a simple case of a three dimensional encounter as shown in Figure 8 degrees. Figure 8 also shows the VO-cone as it is going through the XY and XZ -plane of the A o body frame of reference. The cross section on the plane is an ellipse for both P 0 and P 90 . In fact, since the V O is a right cone, for all avoidance plane, the V O cross section will be a conic-section, i.e., circle, ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola. The two-dimensional triangular shape of V O set is actually a special case of conic-section, that occurs when the V O cone apex, or the obstacle velocity V i lies on the avoidance plane. There exist only one avoidance plane that reduce the three-dimensional case into the two-dimensional. In the next subsections, the definition of the V O, DIV and the RV , and in an avoidance plane P φ is elaborated.
A. Velocity Obstacle Set on an Avoidance Plane
In order to describe the conic-section in every avoidance plane P φ , the V O cone is first described mathematically in the three-dimensional space by its apex A vo , its right-base circle perimeter, B vo , and the center of the base, C vo . These parameters are expressed using parametric equations in Euclidean space, as presented in equation (6) until (9) . The derivation is conducted with the definition of the position of the own-ship according to the spherical coordinates based on the own-ship body axis as the frame of reference, XY Z b , as shown in Figure 4 -a. 
where,
Every generating-line, or generatrix, of the V O cone that connects the cone apex with the base circle are expressed in equation (10). the V O cone symmetric, on the other hand, is expressed in equation (11).
Using equation (10), the conic-section on the xy-body axis, or P 0 , in particular, can be derived by assigning z g = 0. The parametric t g value in equation (10) thus can be derived, and the conic-section for P 0 can be expressed as in equation (12) .
The equation for the V O conic-section in any arbitrary avoidance plane P can be found by virtually rotating the cone around the X-axis of A o , and use equation (10) and (12) again. The virtual rotation of thw V O cone, corresponds with the avoidance plane of P φp , expressed in equation (13) .
Now equation (12) can be rewritten for any avoidance plane P φ as expressed in equation (15) .
where
The point where the cone symmetry axis intersect with P φ , can be derived in the same manner, which result in equation (17). Equation (15) works well in defining an ellipse area. For parabolic and hyperbolic area, however, another consideration is required. In both case, not all generating line in the finite cone of V O P will intersect with the avoidance plane P φ . This is the singular condition from the equation, when z φ B (t) = z φ A (t). To avoid the problem, the V O P is determined as a polygon that connects the points resulting from equation (15), only when 0 ≤ t g ≤ 1. In other words, only consider the finite V O cone. With this setup, the area on the 'other cone' in the hyperbolic result is also removed as well.
A special degenerate case is shown in P 45 , in which V i , or A φ vo is included in the avoidance plane. In this condition, the conic section taking a triangular shape, where all generating line from A vo to B vo crosses the avoidance plane P in the same point, i.e., the V i , except for two line. The V O P triangle area is limited by this two line, expanding until the d vo . Hence, generating the V O P using the parametric equation (15) is impossible without defining these two line. The point of these line on the base circle B φ vo can be derived using the singular condition of equation (15), that is, when z φ B (t) = z φ A (t) = 0. The case of triangular shape is one from three degenerate cases that can occur when the cone apex, A vo , is included in the P φ . If the condition of z φ B (t) = z φ A (t) = 0 only result in one point on the cone base, the V O P will be a single line. If instead there are no solution found, then V O P will be a single point, that is the cone apex, A vo itself. It is interesting to observe that on every case of encounter there always exist at least one avoidance plane P φ that creates this degenerate case. If the vector of V o is parallel with V i , then every case of V O P is degenerate.
In general, using the acute dihedral angle between the avoidance plane, P φ and the cone base-circle B vo , the type of shape of the V O P can be defined. This angle is denoted as θ P φ and derived in the following equation (18). Together with the degenerate cases, the types of area of the V O P are summarized in the following list.
4. if θ P φ > π/2 − θ vo and P φ does not cut through the V O-cone axes, then V O P is a hyperbolic area, if also A vo ∈ P φ , then V O P is a triangle.
Equation (15) can be used to further determine the property of the V O P φ set, treating the set as a polygon. For the Velocity Obstacle Method, the most important property is whether the V o is included in the V O P set or not. Equation (4) still hold in this context. Another way can also be used to keep the focus on an avoidance plane, that is, by finding the intersection of the V O P with the x-axis. If there are two intersection point, in which only one of them has value less then V o , then the V o is inside the V O P .
Two other important properties are the set area, S V O P , and the closest point of V avo . The area is related to the risk the ownship must consider in its avoidance on the chosen avoidance-plane P φ . The smaller the area is, the more option of V avo the ownship has. Figure 9 shows that P −45 has the smallest area, while P 45 , as a triangle, has the largest. The closest point for avoidance, V avo , however, is not only depends on the area, but on the type of shape and the area axis attitude as well. The area for a polygon with n-vertices can be defined using equation (19) . The closest vertex of the polygon from the current velocity, on the other hand, is defined as the closest selection for an avoidance velocity, V min avo , as expressed in equation (20) .
where, Using the V O P as a polygon, those tangential lines are the two lines that pass through the origin and a vertex on the set that have the maximum or minimum value of gradient. The inclusion of V o in the DIV P set thus can be determined by checking if for each vertex, the criteria in equation (22) are fulfilled.
∀t :
The diverging zone became more dominant in three dimensional cases. This means that restore-mode is easier to experience, especially with a high value of turning rate. Based on equation (22), for each avoidance plane, V O P and DIV P will always have two specific point of intersection, denoted as l vd , which is also the two points that determined the DIV P edges. This is true except for the degenerate cases.
C. Reachable Velocity Set on an Avoidance Plane
The RV can be defined in each avoidance plane as an area, which will simply revert back to its two dimensional fan-shaped area. Figure 11 shows the cross-sectional area of RV on two examples of avoidance planes, P 0 , and P −90 , which corresponds to the ownship's XY , or longitudinal, and XZ, or lateral, -planes, respectively. Again, this is for the case shown in Figure 8 .
RV definition neglects the effect of gravity, and therefore the RV on P 90 is symmetrical, unlike the real longitudinal flight envelope of an aircraft, as shown in Ref. 7 . If the own-ship only considers these two planes, then the best avoidance for the case is either to turn right, or to decent, as they have the closest escape route from the V O. However, if the gravity effect is included, the easiest way to make avoidance is probably to descent, or to turn right on the P −90 . If A o also considers how to escape to the DIV zone as soon as possible, the avoidance might be different. In this case, the own-ship needs to change its velocity directly to one of the l vd points. With this in consideration, the opposite maneuvers to turn left or climb, are the better solution. These maneuvers make sense, since they go in the opposite direction of the obstacle. 
V. Implementation
To evaluate the method presented in this paper, a computer simulation program has been developed. The simulated vehicles are assumed to exchange flight-data among each other, which includes the position, heading, and speed. The exchanges are assumed to be perfect without any losses or delays. The propagation of the avoidance maneuver in the simulation is shown using time-capture frames. Each vehicle involved is depicted as a point mass in the 3-dimensional space, set to have 5 meters/second of speed. The protected-zone of all dynamic (non-maneuvering) obstacles are depicted as spheres with radius of 10 meters. The own-ship starts its avoidance from d avo = 40 m, with a constant turning-rate magnitude of 15 degrees/second. A special control algorithm is given to the own-ship in order to point back to a far original goal (500 meter away), after the obstacle is cleared.
A. Simulation 1: Two Vehicles Converging
This is the simulation of the case used in the explanation of the three dimensional Velocity Obstacle, shown in Figure 8 . Here, A o successfully avoids the protective zone S pz of the obstacle using tree choice of avoidance plane, P 0 , P 45 , and P −90 .
The own-ship in the simulation is able to avoid the obstacle, with the nearest distance of 10 meters, exactly at the Protected Zone sphere surface, as also shown in Figure 14 . The three Avoidance planes are demonstrated able to avoid collision with the intruder. Which plane is the optimal avoidance, however, requires further extraction from the simulation result.
It should be note that work of avoidance using the Velocity Obstacle method ends on the highest point of each avoidance, where the course is considered as clear. The pointing back to the original goal (restore) is the work of a control system separately from the 3-dimensional Velocity Obstacle. Figure 15 shows the simulation of the case of multiple 3-dimensional conflicts, avoided by the ownship using three different avoidance plane. Here, three obstacle, V 1 , V 2 and V 3 are set to collide with the own-ship along its path. The own-ship avoid by turning on an avoidance plane that produce the smallest conic-sections, i.e.
P 45 , P 0 , and P −90 , respectively. The avoidance is conducted based on the distance priority, 
VI. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the assessment of the Velocity Obstacle Method to autonomously resolve threedimensional conflicts for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). A novel technique to represent the threedimensional conflict in various avoidance-planes is introduced to help the avoidance decision making.
The use of avoidance-planes reveals many interactions between the conflict and the avoidance maneuver in three-dimensions. Choosing an avoidance plane on P xy or P xz will result in a pure turn or climb/descent, respectively. The risk value for each avoidance-plane can be defined by the area of the V O conic-section in each avoidance-plane. An avoidance with highest risk is experienced whenever the vehicle chooses an avoidance plane on which lies the obstacle velocity vector V i . The least-risk avoidance, on the other hand, occurs on the avoidance-plane that is perpendicular from the previous. The risk value, however, may not necessary be related to the avoidance-plane with the shortest path.
Simulations are conducted to assess the performance of the algorithm in a single or multiple conflict. Further analysis need to be conducted to determined the effectiveness and efficiency of the maneuver, related to the aim of deconflict maneuver.
The large domination of diverging areas in three-dimensional cases suggest that it is easier for a vehicle to avoid conflict, compared to the two dimensional case. On every avoidance-plane exists two points of V O -DIV intersection, which represent the fastest escape route from V O. However, oscillation is expected to occur. The technique needs to be elaborated further, especially for dynamic changes of the avoidance-plane. The reciprocating cases are left for the future work as well.
